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About Us
Founded in 1989, we are a consultancy firm,
delivering FF&E and OS&E Procurement

management services to hotels all around
the world. Our mission is to bring a hoteliers

dream to life and be part of the global growth
of the hospitality sector .

We have a simple 4 step process: Planning,
Procurement, Logistics, Handover. We are
with you every step of the way, from take of to
handover.

We learn your needs, build the strategy and
drive the process. Every project we work

on has a dedicated Director, Manager and

Coordinator to oversee the entire process.
With access to a worldwide database of

suppliers and manufactures, what you are
looking for is in the palm of our hands.
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1989

We began our journey as a
Project Management
consultancy ﬁrm in
London, UK

2011

Expansion in to the
far east with a new
ofﬁce in Hong Kong

2014
Aquired ISO
Certiﬁcations and
launched FEBC Procure
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1999

We expanded into FF&E
and OS&E Procurement
Consultancy

2010

We established our
European regional ofﬁce
in Italy

2016

Established a local ofﬁce in
the Kingdom of Saudi
Arabia

2003

We established our
MENA presence in the
United Arab Emirates

2017

We opened ofﬁces in India
and Mauritius and widened
scope of services

with you every step of the way
from take off to handover
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Core Team

T

he febc culture thrives on creativity, charisma, and meticulous work ethic.

Our enterprising outlook and dynamic work space provides employees
with the appreciation and motivation needed to achieve individual and

company goals. Our team take time to understand each other both in and out the
office. Our open door policy means that we communicate openly with each other
which empowers our team to create a strong bond in all our worldwide offices. We

dedicate a tremendous time to helping each other. The febc team are personable,
charming and approachable.
Knowledgeable
We

have

experience

with

most

operators around the world and have

done many different types of projects.
We

know

the

market,

suppliers,

manufacturers and we have access to a

Enterprising

We have a creative mind-set and we

thrive when taking on challenging unique
concepts. It sparks us and motivates us to
work our magic.

large network worldwide.
Charismatic

Personable

and teamwork. We love what we do

understand that the some of the most

work with us.

relationship

Our positive outlook breeds confidence

We are friendly, great listeners and

which makes it that much funner to

important ingredients to a successful
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with

our

clients

communication, trust and dedication.

are

St Martins Lane- London
FF&E, OS&E Procurement

Imad Dajani
Chief Executive Officer
Imad is a veteran in the hotel procurement
industry, a dynamic leader and the founding
partner of febc, leading the company throughout

its 25 years of successful growth. Rooted in an
engineering education, Imad takes a revolutionary
approach to managing procurement activities in
the hospitality sector. A charismatic gentleman,
Imad puts relationships first and has built both
an outstanding network of suppliers and service
partners

and

an

unparalleled

talent-based

company which thrives on repeat business.

Alessandro Tedesco
Chief Operating Officer
Alessandro’s extensive and varied experience in
FF&E procurement has seen him create reputable
relationships with suppliers across the world,
which in turn enables febc to offer a valueadded service to clients, consistently seeking
out the best products at the most competitive
prices. Combined with his wealth of experience
managing projects – whether it’s a large, multilocation project or an intimate boutique property
he uses his buying power and management
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expertise to consistently deliver results to clients.

Stefano Giudici
Managing Director (Europe)
Stefano heads up our team for Europe and
Africa. He specialises in proposing business
solutions to potential partners and seeing these
opportunities

through

to

engagement.

He

develops new business relationships by expertly
integrating contract requirements with business
operations and timelines. Stefano’s leadership
skills have played a central role in enhancing
our organisation’s reputation in the market,
predominantly by exploring opportunities and
identifying the unique ways febc can add value.

Janice S’ng
Project Director (Far East)
Janice has more than 14 years experience in
the construction industry and in Malaysia alone,
she has overseen the building of over 10,000
residential and commercial properties. Janice has
worked in various capacities - including project
manager and planning manager - in a number
of different settings, representing clients and
contractors, and as an external consultant. Since

Janice joined febc in 2007, she has been actively
involved in project management and FF&E
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procurement management throughout the world.

Our Vision
To be the most successful
procurement consultant
in the world

Our Mission
To leverage our experience and
strengths to provide maximum value
for our clients
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Why febc

01

Transparency

02

Experience

03

Meticulous

04
Flexibility

Efficient & Transparent

25+ years experience in

We are the sole provider of ISO

unique in-house software,

Long-Standing track record

Procurement Services. With a

offices. Ability to work on any

and prequalified suppliers.

team with project management

procurement process using our

febcProcure, not limited to providing you with full documentation and progress reports.
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Hospitality Procurement.

in hotels, serviced apartments

and residences. 60,000+ units
serviced in over 25 countries
worldwide.

Certified Global Hospitality

database of over 1,500 trusted

OS&E and FF&E experts

positioned in worldwide

hotel project. A multilingual

and production backgrounds.

Sole provider
of ISO Certified
Hotel Procurement
Services

We are the sole provider of ISO Certified Global

Hospitality Procurement Services. ISO Certifications
with accreditations of ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO

28000 and OHSAS 1800. These standards certify our
procedure and meticulous work ethic that is applied
to our project work.

ISO 28000 for example minimises risk through supply
chain securitiy measures and constant monitoring
and improvements to our work model. Being ISO

Certified provides our clients with peace of mind
during the procurement process.
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Quality Control

Enjoy peace of mind at all stages of procurement
with site visits and thorough quality control checks.

Start-to-finish care

Factory Visits

During Production

Before Shipping

Our thorough goods inspection processes ensure start-tofinish care and quality. In line
with your specific requirements,
regular on-site visits and quality
control checks are arranged and
thorough testing is carried out
to ensure operating and design
standards are all met.

We work with you to refine a bespoke schedule of factory visits
at key stages of the production
process. This schedule will be
tailored to suit your availability and budget. Our team have
engineering and manufacturing backgrounds putting them
in the best possible position to
manage factory visits and inspections.

Our on-site visits and goods
inspections during production
give you an extra level of reassurance. A series of factory visits ensures that quality is maintained, adjustments are made
in a timely manner – if required
zzand that all technical specifications and operating standards
are met.

The preparation of goods before
shipping is one of the most crucial stages in the procurement
process. Our comprehensive delivery and handover service begins with the inspection of orders
prior to shipping. The goods are
scrutinised for quality before
documentation is completed.
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Our Services
FF&E Procurement

Achieve the perfect balance between quality and price thanks to our global network

of trusted FF&E suppliers. Essential to the successful operation of your business,
the sourcing of Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment should always aim to achieve
the highest possible quality at the lowest possible price. Our FF&E procurement

managers work with you to plan, design, budget and deliver your exact Furniture,
Fixtures & Equipment requirements.
OS&E Procurement

Save considerable time and money with an OS&E procurement process that is

focused on quality. Drawing on 25 years of proven success in global hospitality
procurement, febc’s OS&E Procurement Method Statement outlines a process

built on transparency and trust. Our OS&E procurement services are consistently

competitive thanks to a worldwide supply chain that cuts out the middle man and
intermediate margins. In addition to sourcing the best prices, our procurement
consultants guarantee quality, on-time delivery and stress-free installation.
Turnkey Supply

Building on over a quarter century of experience, febc is an industry leader and
innovator in turnkey interior fit out solutions. Our Team of professionals ensures that
your project is handled with utmost attention and care, from start to finish, including

the design you select, and the products and services you need. febc offers unique

turnkey solutions into one comprehensive package. We offer a one-stop FF&E

source bringing together value-based, end-to-end supply management services
and solutions for the hospitality market.
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Prime Minister’s Office - Brunei
FF&E, OS&E
Procurement
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Our Services
Branding Services

Invest in the highest standard of brandingas we connect designer, operator

and owner. In addition to hospitality procurement management, we also offer
a number of hospitality branding services. With a proven understanding of

creative objectives, our team are experts at sourcing function that compliment

style. Working together with designer, operator and owner, our hospitality
branding service focus on delivering quality products that match design intent.
Fit out Joinery Works

We also specialize in Fit-Out & Joinery works. febc os a one stop shop

solution offering you a single point of contact for all your interior build &
FF&E procurement requirements. Our expertise lies in design & operations

knowledge, experience working with all the major hotel brands, factory-direct
manufacturing, logistics & Installation. We understand the complexity of contract

interiors and, for this reason, we offer developers the option of complete interior
fit-out, the transparency of procurement, or a combination of both.
Additional Services
Vendor Payables

Specialist equipment (SEQ)
Artwork Procurement

Signage Procurement
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Prime Minister’s Office - Brunei
FF&E, OS&E Procurement

The Marriott Experience
Marriott Courtyard - Brussels, Belgium
Marriott - Bab Ezzouar, Algeria

Marriott Courtyard - Bab Ezzouar, Algeria

Marriott Residence Inn - Bab Ezzouar, Algeria

Marriott Executive Apartments, - Bab Ezzouar, Algeria
Marriott Courtyard- Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) , Operational Supplies and Equipment (OS&E), Fit-Out works.
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The Hilton Experience
Hilton Garden Inn - Windoek, Namibia
Hilton Garden Inn - Muscat, Oman

Hilton Garden Inn - Ras Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates
Double Tree Hilton - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Hilton - Abuja, Nigeria

Hilton - Taghazout, Morocco
Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) , Operational Supplies and Equipment (OS&E)
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The Oberoi Experience
The Oberoi - Ajman, United Arab Emirates
The Oberoi - Agra, India

The Oberoi - New Delhi, India
The Oberoi - Jaipur, India

The Oberoi - Lombok, Indonesia
The Oberoi - Mauritius

Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) , Operational Supplies and Equipment (OS&E).
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The Starwood Experience
The Westin - Doha, Qatar

Sheraton - Dubai, United Arab Emirates
The Luxury Collection - Lagos, Nigeria
Aloft - Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Element - Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) , Operational Supplies and Equipment (OS&E).
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The Millenium Experience
The Millenium Hotel - Qatar, Doha

The Millenium Hotel - Medina, Saudi Arabia

The Atria Millenium Hotel - Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) , Operational Supplies and Equipment (OS&E).
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The Kempinksi Experience
The Kempinski - Al Khobar, Saudi Arabia
The Kempinksi - Goa, India

The Kempinksi - Mumbai, India

Furniture Fixtures and Equipment (FF&E) , Operational Supplies and Equipment (OS&E).
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Appointed by ZAS Group of Companies, this 5* Hotel and
serviced apartments will be situated on Sheikh Zayed Road.
The first tower (hotel) will regard 450 keys, and the second
tower will offer 280 units of serviced apartments. febc
services include OS&E Procurement Consultancy.

Element is situated in IMPZ. This project contains 168 hotel
apartments. febc Services include FF&E and OS&E
Procurement.
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Appointed by Majid Al Futtaim (MAF), this project was a refurbishment of an existing outlet into a specialty restaurant by
one of Turkey’s renowned chefs, Mr. Vedat Basaran. BESH is an
authentic, casual restaurant that brings Ottoman and Anatolian
cuisine to life. febc procured the FF&E, OS&E and Kitchen
equipment.

Situated just 30 minutes away from Seychelles International
Airport, within the island of Mahe and close from the capital
city of Victoria. It entails 100 Keys complemented by 16
beach villas with private pool and direct beach access. febc
services include FF&E and OS&E Procurement
Consultancy.

By Solidere International, it regards a high-end contemporary,
expatriate residential compound with a land area of 270,350
sq. m and 600 residential units (375 villas and 225 apartments). febc was appointed for the full FF&E scope of all the
units.

Owned by Riyad REIT, managed by Riyad Capital, the project
is the first 5-star branded serviced apartments in the Eastern
province. The Ascott Corniche Al Khobar will offer 172 serviced
apartment keys, ranging from studios to 3-bed units. It will also
include a health club and business area. febc will procure both
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Developed by Deyaar Development PJSC in Dubai’s Business
Bay, The Atria features a residential tower and a hotel apartment tower. The elegant interior design of the hospitality component is the creation of YOO Studio, founded by renob wned
designer Philippe Starck. It will comprise 347 units including
272 hotel rooms, 5 duplex rooms and 70 studios for which
febc was appointed as the FF&E procurement consultant.

Aloft hotel is situated in IMPZ. This project consists of a
3-star hotel comprised of 223 keys. febc Services include
FF&E and OS&E Procurement

Where are we?
50+

Completed projects

30+

Ongoing projects

60,000+

Units Services worldwide

Our portfolio of projects spans over 4 continents. We have taken on global projects, ranging from 3, 4 and 5 star Hotels with almost all Internationally
recognised operators. Having OS&E and FF&E experts positioned in global locations enables us to perform any project, whether it’s a large, multi-location
project or an intimate boutique property.
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What do they say about us?
“We have full confidence to recomnend febc services. They have the ability

“I can confirm that during the project febc have always acted professionally,

to work effectively with interior designers, contractors, hotel operators and all

actively supporting the hotel management to effectively finalise the pre-opening

We have engaged febc in a variety of capacities in our projects including

have no hesitation in recomending them for other projects.”

other consultants to achieve the owners ambition of budget and scheduling.
the Shaza Hotel, Karbala and Park Hyatt, St Kitts. The have performed well in
challenging environments.”

Vice Chairman, Range Developments

procurement activities, they procured items of good quality and durability. We

General Manager, The Westin Hotel and Resorts

“febc have been acting as procurement management consultant for both

FF&E and OS&E for our Kempinski Hotel in Al-Khobar. We have absolutely no

“febc has handled the complex organisational structure in a very proffessional
manner and have represented the brand values of Mandarin Oriental, Doha in
a very satisfactory manner. We would not hesitate to recomend febc for any

future like minded scope of work for any similar luxury establishments.”
General Manager, Mandarin Oriental

“We are pleased to confirm that febc were very professional and pro-active in

supporting the Hotel Operator to finalise the pre-opening procurement activities
for the H Hotel Beau Vallon in Bel Ombre, Seychelles. We would definitely

recommend them for any upcoming projects they bid for and gladly work with
them again on our future Hotel Projects”
Project Manager, Roya International
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hesitation in recomending febc, as their performance has been more than

exemplary despite the many difficulties they had to overcome. They not only

beat the budget by 30%, their performance under the time constrain was beyond
reproach”

Vice Chairman, Al-Othman Holdings

“febc have been involved in procurement management of VVIP Furniture,
bespoke furniture and general loose furniture supply to the main building

package and the Prime Ministers office museum package. The works were

executed successfully within an extremely short project duration. The febc

team exceeded expectations. We would recomend them as a strong responsive
partner in realization of any high-end finishing project/”
Lead Consultant & Project Manager ,
Prime Minister’s Office, Brunei

Dubai

Italy

Hong Kong

Swiss Tower, 4th Floor
Jumeirah Lakes Towers
P.O. Box 487931,Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel. +971 4 435 8097

Via Jacopo Riccati 58,
31100 Treviso
Italy
Tel. +39 0422 591215

Tower 2, Times Square,
1 Matheson Street
Causeway Bay
Hong Kong
Tel. +852 2961 4270

Saudi Arabia

Mauritius

Business Gate, King Khalid
Airport Rd Building # C4,
P.O. Box 7648 , Riyadh 11472
Saudi Arabia
Tel. +966 11 477 9464

info@febcinternational.com

Riverside Shopping Centre,
Office 1 Riviere du Rempart,
Mauritius
Tel: +230 412 3119
Mob: +230 5423 7037

India

B 306, Empire Building,
Apna Ghar Unit No.6,
Lokhandwala Complex,
Andheri (W), Mumbai-400 053,
Maharashtra, India
Tel: tel: +91 97690 68257

